
28 Aug 2023 Min-Cost Bipartite PerfectMatching

Amrcements.

①Improved lecture notes on matchings to

be posted tonight,

② Enrollment capacit to be increased7

sit. Everyone
who was on the

waitlistyesterday will have a

chance to enroll

Min-Cost Bipartite PerfectMatching Problem.

Given: bipartite G = (L,R,E) ( =(R) =2
costs ((u,r) =R-503

notation: ((u,v) =+y if (uN4
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on If M is a matching and S isNot

any edge set, the "increamental costof S

relative to M"is

xc(s;m) =c(Mas) - c(m) M

8=(S(m) - (S nm) &
Quasit greedy Min-CostMatching
initialize M =0
while M is nota perfect matching

let I be an Mang't path that minimizes Dc(P;M)
& - Me

endwhile
output M



Correct?
Yes, because of the following invariant.

After K iterations of the main loop, the

matching M has minimum costamong
all

matchings with k edges.
Proofis by induction on K. (Surprisingly subble.)

Why does on have no negative-costcycles?
n
with 12; M)< 0If a were a cycle in G

thatwould mean ( (MAC) -c(M) <0
=>((2)<x(M)

-

I"Same # edges
This in cq, can never hold because of our

loop invariant, and hence on has no

negative costcycles.

Rinningtime:I loop iterations

Bellman-Ford to find in0(mn)-
each Her.3

Dijkstra would be
=O(mn). O(m +nlogn)

if we could use it.

Our algorithm will be maintaining (and adjusting)
vertexlabels. You for each usV

The reduced costof edge e=(u, will be

a(n,v) =G clav-YoY ifeeM

Yutyr-c(u if ee



&Labeling y
and matching M are compatible

I:

yu +y- xc(u,) F(u,)

② yu +y
=((ur) X(y =M

③ y
=mdyw3 Xue (n

④yr =max [Yr3 OveRut
WOR

IfM is a matching and y is a compatible labeling:
& We can use Dijkstra's algorithm tofind

an M-augmenting path I thatminimizes

[c(e)
et

(Min-costpath from Lut toRat in Gr
with respect to edge costs I(u,)
which are non-negative)

② usingthis path
Loop invariant.

Preserves
thecost-mininization


